Referee Specific Training
Drills

Accompanying
documentation to
supplement the video
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Introduction
The game of rugby presents numerous ways to invent drills for players that
can be applied to training but refereeing by its own nature provides limited
scope for such drills.
The video and accompanying documentation is a resource that presents a
series of training drills that are designed specifically for referees to help
improve their performance during a game. Each drill contains elements of
the skills needed to successfully negotiate a particular phase of play. The
elements include physical fitness, positioning, running lines, observation,
concentration and visualisation.

The majority of rugby training for players today is drill based and there is
no reason why referees should not be training the same way.

Warm-up
Warming up is recommended before undertaking any exercise. A good warm-up and warm-down program aids in
injury prevention, gets the body ready for the task ahead and helps the body to recover quicker. You will notice that
the example below does not prescribe any static stretches. These are to be done as part of the warm-down.
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Slow 800m jog (2 laps of a rugby field)
x1
Heel flicks for 20m and walk back
x3
High knees for 20m and walk back
x3
Lunges for 20m and walk back
x3
Sit-ups
x 50
(5 x legs down, 5 x legs up, 5 x left side, 5 x right side, 5 x raising legs)
Combination of:Lunges for 10m
Heel flicks for 10m
High knees for 10m
Increase pace over 20m
x3
Leg swing-through
x 20 (each leg)
High knees into 3/4 pace for 50m
x3
Leg swing-through
x 20 (each leg)
Sit-ups
x 50
(5 x legs down, 5 x legs up, 5 x left side, 5 x right side, 5 x raising legs)

1. Speed & Agility Drill (a)
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve speed off the mark and agility around the field.
10 cones
1 - (referee)
Space the cones 5m apart to form a grid as per the diagram
The referee starts at the far left cone and runs as per the following instructions:
- Forwards to the cone 10m in front
- Backwards to the cone 5m behind
- Sideways shuffle to the cone 5m to the right
- Repeat the process until the last cone is reached

Start
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2. Speed & Agility Drill (b)
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve speed off the mark, agility around the field and observation skills.
4 cones, 1 football
2 teams of even numbers
Space the cones 10m apart to form a square as per the diagram.
Both teams (we will call them ‘red’ and ‘blue’) start inside the square. The red team is ‘in’
and the object of the drill for them is to tag all the blue players with the football. All participants are allowed to
roam anywhere inside the square. The only restriction is that when a red player is in possession of the football he
is not allowed to move. By passing the football amongst the red players they attempt to tag the blue players with
the football, and once tagged, the blue players must leave the square. If the red team drop the ball, all blue
players who were tagged prior to the dropped ball may return to the square. When the last blue player has been
tagged both teams swap roles and the blue team is ‘in’.

3. Peripheral Vision Drill
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve peripheral vision and coordinate this with agility.
3 cones
3 (referee and 2 assistants)
Space the cones 10m apart to form an ‘L’ shape as per the diagram.
The 2 assistants stand between the cones at 90 degrees to eachother and the referee
stands at a point inside the ‘L’ shape that is in line with both assistants. The 2 assistants then jog between their 2
designated cones that form the ‘L’ shape and randomly change direction and speed. At the same time the the
referee has to track the direction of both assistants simultaneously during the drill. When the drill is finished the
participants swap rolls.
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4. Mirror Drill
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve running lines when when tracking play during a game.
25 cones
2 (referee and 1 assistant)
Space the cones 10m apart to form a grid as per the diagram.
The assistant has the role of the leader and the referee has the role of the follower. The
leader starts at the bottom left hand cone and the follower starts in line with the leader 10m to his left. The
leader randomly runs through the grid and manoeuvres around the cones and it is the task of the follower to
mirror the leader’s running lines while staying 10m apart. The leader makes his way from the bottom left hand
cone to the top right hand cone by randomly choosing a path in any direction.
Finish
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5. A-Line Drill
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve running lines and positioning when refereeing from the attacking offside line.
8 cones
9 (1 referee and 8 assistants)
Space the cones 10m apart as per the diagram.
Stand an assistant at each cone as per the diagram. The first assistant at the bottom left
corner is holding a football. The drill starts by the referee running to a position 2m to the right of the first
assistant as if he was standing on the A-Line at a breakdown. The ball is then passed between the assistants as
per the diagram until it reaches the next breakdown. As the ball is passed the referee tracks the path of the ball
by firstly pirouetting and then positioning himself at the next breakdown and visualises the management of that
phase. The ball is then passed as per the diagram to the next breakdown where there has also been a turnover
of possession and the referee once again positions himself on the A-Line and visualises managing that phase of
play. The process is then repeated with a pirouette and the referee finishes the drill with a 20m sprint back to the
start.

Breakdown
Turnover
Breakdown
Breakdown
Breakdown
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6. Concentration Drill (a)
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve speed, agility and concentration skills when fatigued.
5 cones
2 - (1 referee and 1 assistant to signal)
Space the cones 5m apart to form a cross as per the diagram.
The assistant stands at the bottom point of the cross and the referee stands at the middle
cone. The assistant gives the referee a series of random arm signals that indicate which cone the referee has to
run to. Each time the referee runs to a cone he returns to the centre cone and awaits another signal. The drill
should be done firstly using easily understood signals and then the second attempt has the degree of difficulty
increased by changing the meaning of the signals.
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First attempt
Signal
Arm pointing
Arm pointing
Arm pointing
Arm pointing

up
down
left
right

Response
Run forwards
Run backwards
Run left
Run right

Second attempt
Signal
Arm pointing up
Arm pointing down
Arm pointing left
Arm pointing right

Response
Run backwards
Run forwards
Run right
Run left

7. Concentration Drill (b)
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:

To improve concentration and observation skills, especially relating to foul play.
2 cones, 1 football
3 - (1 referee and 2 assistants)
Space the cones on the rugby field - one 10m from the goal line and 15m in from touch
(representing the number 8’s feet at a scrum) and the other cone directly behind the first
cone 5m in in-goal (representing the fullback about to undertake a clearing kick).
Description:
One assistant plays halfback at the cone 10m from the goal line and the other assistant
plays fullback at the cone 5m in in-goal preparing for a clearing kick. The referee positions himself with the
halfback and when the ball is passed to the fullback the referee runs back with the pass and slightly infield to
widen his field of vision. The fullback then kicks for touch randomly kicking with either leg and then gives a
random hand signal, for example ‘thumbs up’. After seeing the kick the referee must audibly state which leg the
fullback used to kick the ball and what hand signal was shown. This will force the referee to concentrate for
longer on the kicker after he has kicked the ball, therefore eliminating the possibility of missing foul play
perpetrated on the kicker. After completing this phase of the drill the referee sprints to the 22m line ready for the
lineout.
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8. Visualisation Drill
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:

To improve positioning, running lines and phase management.
Up to 12 cones
1 (referee)
Using a rugby field place a cone in the middle of the field to represent a kick-off and
another deep in the 22m area representing the kick-off reception. Then place a sequence
of appropriately positioned cones back to halfway representing different phases of play. At
each cone place a card that describes what particular phase of play is taking place.

(the diagram for this drill is on the next page and laminated description cards accompany
this resource)
a

Description:

The object of this drill is to get the referee to practice his positioning as well as phase and
player management by simulating what happens during a game. The referee starts at the kick-off and imagines
to follow the ball to the kick-off reception cone in the 22m area where there will be a phase description card. For
example, the card reads MAUL - the referee has to get into the best position, implement his checklist for the
maul, manage the players and prepare to move to the next phase. There are countless scenarios, phase
combinations and field positions that can be used. Scenarios can be designed to address a recurring problem
they may have become issues in a referee’s performance. The diagram on the next page is just one example.
This is a good drill to involve the referee coaches, especially with the inexperienced referees. Once a referee has
completed the drill he can be debriefed by the coach about how he performed and correct any problems that may
have presented themselves.

8. Visualisation Drill cont.
a

Here is an example of the cone placement for the Visualisation Drill.
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9. Touch Judge Drill
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Aim:
Equipment:
Participants:
Cone Formation:
Description:

To improve speed and agility when touch judging.
4 cones
1 (referee)
Space the cones 20m apart to form a square as per the diagram.
The referee starts at the bottom left hand corner and runs as per the following instructions:
- Forwards to the first cone
- Sideways shuffle to the next cone
- Backwards diagonally to the next cone
- Sideways shuffle to the next cone
- Forwards to the finishing cone

Side ways

Forward

Start

Backwards

Side ways

Finish

Forward

Warm-down
Warming down is recommended after undertaking any exercise. A good warm-up and warm-down program aids in
injury prevention, gets the body ready for the task ahead and helps the body to recover quicker.
Firstly, undertake another 800m slow jog (2 laps of a rugby field) and then stretch all the major muscle groups (legs,
back, stomach and arms) starting from the bottom and working your way up. The object of these stretches is ‘time
under tension’ so begin by holding a stretch for at least 10 seconds. Muscles groups should be stretched at least 3
times each.
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